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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The TAR-SM system is an advanced Vehicle Inspection System, designed to provide a security solution for inspecting
the most vulnerable part of a vehicle – the chassis bottom. It’s intended specifically for inspecting vehicles
entering security sensitive areas (governmental offices, embassies, fuel and gas sites, boarder checkpoints, prison
compounds, etc). The system provides a high resolution view of the vehicle’s chassis and allows identification of
foreign objects attached to it. It’s equipped with an advanced camera system and features a shatter proof triplex
glass top for high durability. The device is a closed circuit system meaning its performance is not affected by
external elements such as weather.
This system is installed on a trailer equipped with a generator for its power supply and an anti-shock case for the
monitor and control panel. It offers simple and easy loading and unloading and is equipped with its own lighting for
illuminating the vehicle underbelly in any weather condition. The system may be installed at ground level or higher
without affecting durability. All system functions are programmable via a color touch panel. It is comprised of three
primary components: monitor, control panel and a conveyor equipped with a P.T.Z. camera.
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TECHNICAL DATA:
Conveyor:

TAR-4000-S: 400 X 70 X 21 cm (for tucks).

TAR -2500-S:

250 X 70 X 21 cm (for cars).

Work temperature range:

-15°c - + 60°c

Camera:

Sony P.T.Z, 26x optical zoom, pan nx360 deg, 460 lines (color).

Monitor:

17”i LCD.

Auto scanning sequence controls Pan, Tilt, Zoom and conveyer movements.
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